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About This Content

Grab a fistful of rockets and step into the bright red shoes of the legendary Sam "Serious" Stone as he reloads for an all-new
battle against the nefarious minions of Lord Mental. Hunt down the mysterious ram-god of the Great Obelisk and unlock the

secrets buried beneath the mystical temples dotting the sands of ancient Egypt. Then challenge your nerves with an intense new
survival mode map or take aim in three brand new versus multiplayer maps.

Key Features

3 New Single-Player and Cooperative Campaign Missions!

3 New Versus Multiplayer Maps!

1 New Survival Mode Map!
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I cannot recommend this DLC as some cards show up blank for people who join. They don't always work.

The game is fun however when it does decide to work.. The game doesn't even get past the loading screen for me, which is
probably for the better.. Got Stuck on not Connecting to server
Unable to find any solution online. This game is fun, challenging, but fun. The closest thing I can think of to compare this with
is super hexagon, but with arrow keys instead of your mouse. The only downside is that the music is REALLY slow, in my
opinion they should either change it to something fast paced or let us choose our own.. A really solid detective adventure game,
with an interesting mature story, good puzzles and a bit of a branching game design. The audiovisual side is also pretty good, not
as good as it was in their previous game, Kathy Rain, but still very much enjoyable. Voice acting especially is well done.

Clifftop Games has jumped onto my top list of point & click developers with this and the aforementioned Kathy Rain. Can't
wait what they'll do next. Highly recommended game for any classic adventure game fans.. Brilliant... twin stick, shooter...
much obliged to the dev(s) for creating =). A top tier,OG japanese eroge that combines strategy rpg and visual novel and each of
these 2 sides has been masterfully crafted.. NASHEED INTENSIFIES]
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well.... if you want to play this game, go to you tube and watch a 10 minute video.. then you basically played it... plenty of
chieves for 50 cents on sale I guess. Great game nice story have the premium edition for the psp umd.
Nice to see a port over to Steam to play using a ps3/xbox/steam/other controller. A must play for any Ys fan.
Hope to see a Memories of Celceta port from the PS Vita to Steam in the future since the playstation tv doesnt support it.. the
text could be improved with spelling and the game could of been longer.the concept of this game is very good.. To put it simply,
if you were a fan of the first game Heroes Rise: The Prodigy, then your going to fall in love with this game even more. Its
obvious that the developer stepped up his game quite a bit, making this my favorite one in the series for now. If you didn't like
the previous game, then your going to hate this one just as much.. more like rugby. I love the game BUT i was disappointed to
find that after about 6 months all they i added was 1 new level and a difficulty setting and the price was a bit high $20? is a lot
for the game but i got it because it was on sale for $5 i do have high hopes the game will be updated and will in time be worth
the $20 tag

So in total would recommend but not at full price
............................................................................................................................................
Update #1 : So with this new update I'm going to say everything I saw and I will do this for every update.

Menus: The menu load time has (at least for me) Increased by a lot , I'm not a fan of the new song selection and the way it looks
I perfered it the way it used to be, I wish there was a way for people to toggle the way the levels look in case people liked the
way it used to be better, theres also a glitch where if you click on a song then press back the arrow keys to select a song are gone

Urban metaphor: I'm a fan of the new look, this level was alway very easy but now it's borderline laughable, your main threat is
these new turret like thing that set up shoot you with these purple lasers that are very hard to spot, besides this the song is a cake
walk.

Synergy: I love this new look for the song I like how that light becomes a laser at points I like how the area at the bottom slows
you down a bit because theres stuff down there, but this does lead to the bottom left/ center becoming no man's land because
thats mainly where they spawn at but besides that like level has improved.

Break it up: This level I have a lot to say about it but first I will start with the good. This level has a amazing feature where
theres 2 ships at the start and whichever ship you shoot at first your ship turns the color of the ship you didn't attack and the ship
you did attack starts to aim after only you. But this system is broken because whenever you die your stuck on which ever side
you choose your glitched on that side and you have to restart in order to be able to choose the other side, theres also another
broken feature which would have allowed you to destory parts of the ships (doesn't matter which side your on you can destory
both ships whenever you please), but this feature is broken because whenever you "destory" a part of a ship you see a little
sqiggly line over the that part you "destoryed" the line looks like it was drawn in MS paint, there's also a glitch where your
weapons remain firing for 8 seconds after you restart from dying.

Eclipse: So I didn't find any bugs with this level but there things I want to comment on.The creepers are finally killable. The new
spawning system for this level is floating dungon at spawn in creepers and spiders, but I do wish there was a way to destory these
dungon because they do tend to spam my screen. There also these astroids at are floating that can be broken into smaller pieces
and smaller pieces and then destory cool system but theres no effect when breaking apart/destorying these astroids and I do hope
that gets added in soon.

Tough Guy: This level should be re-named "Non stop lasers" because this level is full of the same laser spam before at least it
was a lighting like effect but now it's just lasers. Also the laser in the center on the level just pops into view the first time it
appear and doesn't fade it like it does all the other times

OVERALL: This update had lots of content but it seems rushed, unpolished, and untested and it seems as if they tried to do too
much in such little time. But this does show this game has a lot of potential in the furture lets just hope the devs don't add in too
much with out first making sure everything works first
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